Abstract-Deep LSTM is an ideal candidate for text recog nition. However text recognition involves some initial image processing steps like segmentation of lines and words which can induce error to the recognition system. Without segmen tation, learning very long range context is difficult and becomes computationally intractable. Therefore, alternative soft decisions are needed at the pre-processing level. This paper proposes a hybrid text recognizer using a deep recurrent neural network with multiple layers of abstraction and long range context along with a language model to verify the performance of the deep neural network. In this paper we construct a multi-hypotheses tree architecture with candidate segments of line sequences from different segmentation algorithms at its different branches. The deep neural network is trained on perfectly segmented data and tests each of the candidate segments, generating unicode sequences. In the verification step, these unicode sequences are validated using a sub-string match with the language model and best first search is used to find the best possible combination of alternative hypothesis from the tree structure. Thus the verification framework using language models eliminates wrong segmentation outputs and filters recognition errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most Optical Character Recognition (OCR) algorithms as sume perfect segmentation of lines and words, which is not true. In Indic scripts, the presence of vowel modifiers and conjuncts further aggravate the errors in segmentation as these modifiers are present in the upper or lower zone. This makes the text layout dense and decreases the interline separation. This paper proposes a text recognition framework to hy pothesize and verify the sequences obtained from multiple segmentation techniques using a deep BLSTM network and a language model to verify the performance of the deep neural network given alternate segmentation. In this paper we aim to find the best possible recognition of word sequences by searching sub-strings of words derived from multiple segmentation routines. We construct a hypothesize-and-verify framework in which candidate segments of word sequences derived from multiple segmentation routines are at different branches. A Deep BLSTM is trained on perfectly segmented data and tests each of the candidate segments, generating unicode sequences. This work is an extension of the work on printed text recognition using Deep BLSTM wherein Deep BLSTM architecture for text recognition was proposed [1] . In the verification stage these unicode sequences are validated using a sub-string match with the language model and best 978-1-4799-1805-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE first search is used to find the best possible combination of alternative hypothesis from the tree structure. The search region uses a spatial context considering the preceding and succeeding word to find the best match. This algorithm is able to learn the sequence alignment, solving the unicode re ordering issues. This verification framework eliminates inser tion and deletion errors of the recognizer due to the sub-string match with the n-grams. This is a segmentation free, script independent framework currently tested on an Indic script and lAM English Handwriting dataset. The language model is independently learnt on the script under recognition and character n-grams are saved. This framework is highly suitable for degraded documents, noisy text or handwriting recognition where segmentation is challenging.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief review of the work done in this area, Section 3 presents the Deep BLSTM architecture in detail followed by Section 4 where the data processing and multi-hypotheses framework is discussed. The experimental results are presented in Section 5 followed by conclusion in Section 6.
II. RE LATED WORK
Text recognition algorithms have traditionally been segmen tation based where lines are segmented to words and finally characters which get recognized by the use of classifiers. Such approaches have high segmentation error and do not use context information. The main causes of such errors arise from age and quality of documents where inter-word and inter-line spacing, ink spread and background text interference cause segmentation errors in turn affecting overall recognition accuracies. In segmentation free approaches sequential classi fiers like Hidden Markov Model(HMM) and graphical models like Conditional Random Fields(CRF) have been used. These algorithms introduced the use of context information in terms of transition probabilities and n-gram models, thus improving recognition accuracies [2] . But these approaches mostly do not work with unsegmented words, if some do, they are restricted since they use a dictionary of limited words.
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) based Recurrent Neural network architecture has emerged as the most competent clas sifier for handwriting and speech recognition [3] . Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BLSTM) has the capability to capture long range context and successfully overcomes the [4] . LSTM uses multiplicative gates to trap the error so that a constant error flow is maintained. This phenomenon is called Constant Error Caraousal and helps overcome the vanishing gradient problem. Graves etal [5] proposed a training method known as Connectionist Temporal Classification that could align sequential data and thus avoided the need of pre-segmented data. It performs considerably well on handwritten text without explicit knowledge of the language and has won several competitions [6] , [7] . LSTM has been used for the recognition of printed Urdu Nastaleeq script [8] and printed English and Fraktur scripts [9] . RNN based approaches have been popularly used for Arabic scripts wherein segmentation is immensely difficult [10] . LSTM based approaches have outperformed HMM based ones for handwriting recognition proving that learnt features are better than handcrafted features [11] . With the advent of Deep learning algorithms, deep belief networks and deep neural networks are gaining popularity due to their efficiency over shallow models [12] .
III. RECOGNITION ARCHITECTURE
For document image recognition we need to segment the full image in order to localize text blocks, lines and words. This segmentation of lines and words from a page induces a lot of error depending upon the age and quality of the document, scanning technique and several such reasons. But a completely segmentation free approach is difficult because learning very long range sequences can become computationally intractable. Thus at the pre-processing level we incorporate several such segmentation algorithms and use a soft decision based multi hypothesis architecture for choosing the best possible recog nized sequence. In this work we have used three standard segmentation algorithms: Hough Transform, Geometric pro jection and Interval tree (IT) based segmentation [2] . Can didate word segments from each segmentation algorithm is passed through the Deep BLSTM recognizer which has been trained on perfect word sequences. The Deep BLSTM network generates output sequences corresponding to the segments. In the multi-hypotheses framework we have same line segments of a page derived out of different segmentation schemes in the different branches and then these sequences are matched using a language model to refine and pick the best sequence. A block diagram of the multi-hypothesis architecture is shown in figure 1.
The main motivation for this hypothesize-and-verify frame work comes from the fact that in a test case where we have erroneous segmentation, how do we make the best use of the different segmentation algorithms and the rules of the script to improve recognition. We know that words do not combine in a random order and necessarily follow granunar of the particular script. The order of words determine the granunar and can be learnt from an ideal context model. Since character n-grams are better primitives and have been widely used for retrieval purposes we have used character n-grams instead of word n grams. Creating a n-gram model of words is difficult as it requires a dictionary of all possible words of the script, which is not available for most Indic scripts. The language model is learnt separately for the script to introduce language statistics for rejecting the invalid n-grams and picking the best possible output sequence. Each primitive be it basic character, vowel modifier or conjunct follow a certain order to form a valid word. Here we use trigram and 4-gram and parse the sequence to find the corresponding matches.
Hypotheses Verification by Language Model
The segmentation routines provide different word count for a given page which are recognized by the Deep BLSTM. The recognized words from each path are the input unaligned hypothesis for verification. Therefore, an alignment of these hypotheses is initially done by considering a neighborhood of words for each pipeline and maximizing the similarity score between them. A sliding window of size 3 is used on each word for sub-string search and trigram matching.
During the sub-string search, if there exists a substring which is not present in the trigram and 4-gram, the substring is considered to be invalid. A cumulative matching score is defined along with a penalty in mismatch with trigram or 4-gram sequence. The trigram matching would continue for each word across all pathways and at each node the word with least error would be selected as the best word. During faulty line segmentation the upper zone or lower zone primitives (mostly vowel modifiers) combine or miss the original line, thus creating errors. Erroneous word segmentation can also lead to broken characters or parts of word missing. Such words have faulty unicode sequence due to misplacement or addition of upper or lower zone primitives and thus get misrecognized. These can be taken care of by learning valid combination of characters and we select the best possible sequence out of the different pathways of the multi-hypothesis pipeline. These sequences are verified by using language statistics of a script to find the best possible word. This verification on a multi-hypothesis framework using language models eliminates segmentation errors and is main contribution of this work.
IV. LE ARNING FR AMEWORK

A. Deep Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory
Deep networks have outperformed single layer LSTM for speech recognition [l3], [14] motivating the use of Deep LSTM architectures for text recognition. Deep feedforward neural networks refers to having multiple non-linear layers between the input and output layer. But in case of LSTM which is a recurrent neural network, the same principle cannot be applied directly due the temporal structure of RNNs. We construct a deep BLSTM architecture by stacking multiple hidden layers to increase the representational capability of higher order features. RNNs add temporal context to the learning and LSTM's internal cell architecture with the forget gate preserves the state over time. The implementation of deep LSTM with N layers is as follows. This architecture primarily has three bidirectional LSTM layers(BLSTM) used as the three hidden layers(N=3) stacked between the input(N=O) and output(N+ 1 th) layers.
where all superscripts indicate the index of the layer and subscript t denotes the time frame. W is weight matrix, b is the bias, h r is the hidden layer activation of each memory cell at time t of nth unit (n =1, ... N). L f denotes the activation function of the LSTM. To create a deep BLSTM network the interlayer connections should be made such that the output of each hidden layer (consisting of a forward and backward LSTM layer) will propagate to both the forward and backward LSTM layer forming the successive hidden layer. The stacking of hidden layers helps obtain higher level feature abstraction. For speedups in the training procedure we harness the power of multicore CPUs by redesigning LSTM as a threaded implementation using OpenMP and BLAS routines. The neural network uses CTC output layer with 162 units (161 basic class labels and one for blank). The network is trained with three hidden bidirectional LSTM layers separated by feedforward units with tanh activation. Several experiments have been performed by varying the number of hidden units in each hidden layer. The feedforward layers have tanh activation function and the CTC output layer has softmax activation function. The network is trained with a fixed learning rate of 10-4, momentum 0.9 and initial weights are selected randomly from [-0.1,0.1]. The total number of weights in the network are 154135. Bias weights to read, write and forget gates are initialized with 1.0, 2.0, -1.0. The output unit squashing function is a sigmoid function. CTC error has been used as the loss function for early stopping since it tends to converge the fastest thereby training time decreases with decrease in the number of epochs. For BLSTM network we use RNNLIB a recurrent neural network library [15] .
V. DATASET
We use two datasets: lAM English Handwriting dataset and Printed Oriya dataset. Oriya dataset consists of pages are scanned from several books with different fonts at 300 dpi resolution. We assume that pages have no graphic content and are binarized using Sauvola binarization. Recognition of Oriya characters is very challenging due to the presence of large number of classes and highly similar shapes of basic characters. The pages do not have any skew but are heavily degraded as the books are very old. The foreground text has significant interference from the background text due to thin pages. Raw binarized image pixels are used as input features by the network. lAM offline handwritten dataset [16] contains 1539 scanned pages out of which 60% is sent to train and 20% for test and validation each. This dataset has both machine printed and handwritten text and we are trying to recognize both together.
VI. RESULTS
In the proposed framework we have multiple segmentation routines for line and word segmentation thus this architecture has the freedom to choose from best segmentation alternate for each word hypothesis. The segmentation algorithms selected as alternate hypothesis should be complimentary in nature. As shown in table 1, individually IT based segmentation performs worst in comparison with Geometric profiling and Hough transform. But by using all three as different branches for segmentation, we observe better results in terms of both character and word recognition accuracies. In this paper we do not aim to bring the best segmentation algorithm, rather intend to use different segmentation pathways in order to improve recognition. Most line segmentation algorithms use line height and interline gap but in case of lAM dataset due to difference in inter-line gap and line height in case of machine printed and handwritten part, the average for the same page is different leading to errors. We observed merged and broken words from the word segmentation routines in both data sets conforming that a single segmentation algorithm is unable to handle the variations present in printed or handwritten documents. In case of IT based segmentation, the upper and lower zone characters got separated from their line and appear as a different line thus increasing the number of lines. In case of Hough transform we use certain heuristics to restrain the line height to a average line height calculated over the training pages. Geometric profiling based methods worked better in comparison to other algorithms considered for line segmentation but it has immense usage of heuristics and spatial constraints. All these errors make it difficult to compare words with other words from different hypothesis since the number of lines and words out of each hypothesis is different. If there is a mismatch in the different pathways, then this problem gets cascaded in successive words to generate more errors. To solve this problem, first a closest alignment on the basis of similarity score is done on each hypothesis prior to trigram matching. We use a neighborhood search while traversing across a sub string in search of valid of n-grams. By performing a search with preceding and succeeding words, we have been able to successfully solve such errors. The incorporation of context search benefited the framework as explained by an illustration in 1st row of figure 3. In this case we had two words which were segmented as a single word by IT and Hough Transform but as two different words by profiling. Due to the use of context search we could find the corresponding word in the next node and thus recognition is correct. In case of Oriya, mostly the sequences were picked from geometric profiling but in case of words which did not have upper or lower zone characters, interval tree based segmentation complimented the other hypotheses and resulted in correct sequences. If a sub string does not match with an n-gram, an error penalty is imposed and matching would continue for each word across all pathways. At each node the word with least error would be picked as the best word. Table 1 shows the test results of proposed framework on Oriya printed text. Since there has been very limited research on this script, the comparison has been limited. We compare the proposed method with methods using same classifier with single segmentation input. The CRF based recognition architecture [17] had character level segmentation and the same algorithm has been tested on 5000 pages to provide character level error for comparison. The label error denotes the character level accuracy. Due to the multiple hypotheses and verification framework we are able to obtain very high word recognition error. Table 2 shows test results on lAM offline handwriting dataset. On perfectly segmented words the recognizer achieves 95.4% accuracy but during end-to-end recognition due to segmentation the errors are much higher. Segmentation of handwritten words is extremely challenging and inspite of using multiple segmentation routines, this problem could not be completely error free. Word segments from profiling and IT have been mostly selected as profiling worked very well for printed text where IT failed and IT complimented profiling in handwritten word segmentation where heuristics of profiling failed. The Deep BLSTM network needs huge number of training instances for learning which was insufficient as the dataset is small. The tables above prove that the BLSTM network is efficient given better segmentation inputs and word recognition accu racy increases due to use of language model. Due to the use of alternate hypothesis in finding the best word, this framework is able to take care of OCR error like insertions and deletions that occur due to wrong segmentation. When the substring is valid according to the n-grams but there is a substitution of any one or more than one primitives then this framework is unable to detect it. As we are working with full unsegmented words, the presence of a valid n-gram does not necessarily enforce correct recognition as there might exist a similar n-gram with some substitution which is also valid. Figure 4 shows parts of page images where there is a huge line segmentation error(highlighted in red boxes). This occurs due to the presence of lower zone modifiers in the upper line and upper zone modifiers in the lower line, which decreases the interline gap. In such cases the alignment of words also gets distorted due to change in number of lines and words in different hypotheses. Our framework consistently solves such issues due to the use of neighborhood during best first search and proves to be extremely effective.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a text recognItion framework which uses multiple segmentation algorithms as different hypotheses generators, recognizes each segment using a deep BLSTM network and verifies the performance of the deep neural network with a learned language model. In this work we seg ment words from a page using different segmentation routines and the best word is selected using best-first search over a spatial neighborhood to avoid alignment issues. The proposed framework obtained very high word recognition rate due to the use of alternate segmentation and verification using n-grams which helped filtering recognition errors. This framework is highly suitable for degraded documents wherein segmentation algorithms are the main causes of error. This framework is very effective in case of insertion and deletion errors introduced by the recognizer. If the segmentation algorithms considered are complimentary, the recognition error of the hybrid can be expected to be much less than the best segmentation framework. Deep BLSTM helps in recognizing sequences of words and also learns the alignment of unicodes, which is a challenge in Indic scripts. This work could be extended to recognize and verify longer text sequences.
